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Abstract - The Target Imagery Classification
System (TICS) project is developing a state-of-
the-art classification system for Inverse
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) and other
forms of target imagery.  An open systems
approach is being used for classification, which
insures product outputs can be used in
conjunction with others for multi-sensor data
fusion.  A two step process is used for target
identification.  First, essential features are
extracted from ISAR video images.   Second,
features are compared to known ship feature
sets to derive a classification.  This process
enables the construction of new message sets for
reporting ISAR target features for support of
information transfer and multi-sensor data
fusion.   The TICS system will also work on
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Forward
Looking InfraRed (FLIR), and Electro-Optical
(E-O) Target Imagery.
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1.  Introduction

A critical need exists for Automated Target
Recognition (ATR) and identification
through both cooperative means (e.g., IFF)
and non-cooperative means.  A strong need
also exists on tactical platforms to perform
target classification.  Radar has proven
effective at surveillance and classification of
ships at extended ranges [1].  Three methods
of radar target discrimination are High

Range Resolution (HRR) radar, Inverse
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR), and
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR).
Classification and surveillance require
different radar modes and can not be
performed simultaneously.

Today, operators are trained to use specific
methodologies to classify ships using
imaging sensors.  The classification process
requires highly trained operators and is
platform exposure time intensive.  The need
exists to develop methods to assist the
operator in rapid target identification and
reporting. The AN/APS-137 Radar [of the
ISAR class] on P-3C aircraft and a similar
system on the new SH-60R helicopters is
used to classify surface ships.  In contrast to
the optical image of a ship, illustrated by
Figure 1, for the ISAR class of radars the
motion of ships due to wave action results in
Doppler shift from structures in proportion
to the height above the water line.  This
creates what appears as ship silhouettes like
that of Figure 2.  Individual images, or
sequences of such images can be grouped
and manipulated into a composite which can
be compared with known ship profiles,
parametric shapes and data for deriving top
levels of target classification∗.

                                               
∗ This technology may be the subject of one or
more invention disclosures assignable to the
U.S. Government.  Licensing inquires may be
directed to:



Figure. 1  Optical image.

The x-axis provides relative length;
the y-axis shows proportional height.

Figure 2  ISAR image.

The x-axis gives approximate ship length;
the y-axis shows relative height (Doppler
shift).

The vision of “network centric” warfare is
the timely exchange of information over
networks in the battlespace.  Data is
exchanged over networks by VMF messages,
USMTF messages, TADIL-J Messages, and
NITF imagery.  The Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) and individual Services have
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developed C4ISR technical architectures for
information exchange.  It is important that
data elements transferable by message be
defined.  The Navy has defined terminology
and established a basic hierarchy for ship
classification.  This hierarchy uses
Perceptual, Gross, Naval Fine and
Type/Class/Unit levels of classification.

A great deal of work has been done on use of
radar for target classification.  Of particular
interest, work has been done on ship
classification by ISAR using 2D or 3D
models by the Navy [2, 3, and 4]. This
project, the result of a recent DOD-
SPAWAR SBIR with Summit Research
Corporation (SRC), with Lockheed Martin
Corporation (LMC)-Eagan sub-contract
support, builds on this earlier work with the
goal of integrating operator and machine
approaches to target classification and
reporting standardization.

2.  Approach

A two-step approach is taken for target
identification.  First, incoming imagery is
enhanced and "focused" to provide an
integrated, multi-frame summed target
image, and then key features are extracted
from sensor video imagery.  Second, target
features are compared to feature sets of
known ship types to derive a classification.
This two-step approach is important for three
reasons: 1) This method is consistent with
operator training.  Operators are currently
trained to recognize targets based on key
attributes such as ship length, position of
super structure, key uprights and
shapes/features, etc.  In this method,
abbreviated data collection can provide a
certain level of classification; greater levels
of classification are gained with longer,
“crisper” data collection.  2) This method
supports information transfer.  Target
attributes can be transferred by message in
text form with accompanying, integrated and
enhanced summary target images, for
reassessment at remote sites.  3) This method



supports computer processing and multi-
sensor data fusion.  The target features can
then be correlated with Link, video tape
(VHS)-Imagery, Video-Relayed and/or
parametrically-reported features obtained
from other similar or dissimilar sensor types.

The analysis of target imagery and derivation
of essential features for classification can be
done by either operator or machine. The
advantage of machines is that they are
consistent, do not tire during continued
operation, and operate very fast.  New
Automatic Target Recognition (ATR)
methods can support this process (Figure 3).
The advantage of operator methods is that
they can support selective extraction of easily
understood target attributes over segments of
video which is difficult to duplicate by
mechanistic algorithms*.  New Human
Computer Interfaces (HCI) can be used to
facilitate operators (Figure 4) and become a
spring-board for further automated feature
extraction.

In this project, an approach was taken that
captures the strengths of both operator and
machine.  This was done by defining similar
target attributes for feature extraction and
classification by operator and machine in a
parallel process.  Incoming target images are
first subjected to image declutter-noise
suppression-enhancement techniques.  A
string of image frames are then integrated
and summed to a robust 2D/3D composite
image, and top level key (ship) target
features are then automatically extracted

                                               
* Optimal feature vectors extracted by machine
may not be easily understood by operators (5).

[e.g. target length, bow/stern points, main
(high doppler) superstructure position along
the length/hull].  The ATR Classifier then
performs Top-Level ship target classification
at the Perceptual and Gross-levels of
classification.

Figure 3  ATR Process.

Automated comparison of ship ISAR image,
length and height [upper silhouette in light
color] to ship profiles in model-base [lower
silhouette in lower darker color].

%   DESCRIPTION 50  Aft Superstructure
16  SAM Launcher 62  Gun

29  SAM Launcher 71  Radar
35  Director 82  Superstructure
42  For Superstructure 98  Antenna

  98    82      71    62   50  42  35 29       16

Figure 4  HCI Process.

Manual feature extraction and comparison to
feature sets in electronic knowledge and
model Dbases.

Resulting OTH Gold (Modified) Message
Report Format:

ISTGTXXX/L1023/W22/S35/M39/M57/S7
0/S85/W90//55NM

The ATR classifier accepts imagery as either
raw sensor data (In-phase & Quadrature-
phase, or I&Q) or video tape in standard
VHS format. LMC, under SBIR subcontract
to SRC, developed the ATR algorithms used.
The ISAR imagery data is input into a
computer where ATR algorithms are used to



clean up the image and extract ship
broadside outline.  In Phase I tests, the ship
outline was matched against a two
dimensional (2D) database of models of
known ship types.  The result was a ranked
list of likely target types from a model base,
at the top, Perceptual and Gross levels only.
Major issues for this type of classifier are
separating targets types that are similar at
the model level and classifying new targets
not in the model base.

A HCI was developed to assist operators
once they have extracted features from
sensor displays with the subsequent
classification process.  SRC developed the
HCI used.  The Parametric Classifier
algorithms and routines accept features from
ISAR imagery and can determine target
identity by scoring against parametric
knowledge-based feature models at an
appropriate Naval and Fine (class/unit level)
level in a SRC-designed hierarchical
knowledge base.  If there is insufficient
parametric evidence to support a fine level
classification, a partial classification at a
higher level can be made.  A major issue
regarding this type of classifier is the
development of robust automated feature
estimation or extraction techniques.

A significant advantage of this Target
Imagery Classification System design is that
only 10-15 2D/3D "models" of composite
Perceptual and Gross-level ship types need to
be built.  Only the "model match" has
selected a Perceptual and Gross target
classification category, the SRC-developed
Parametric Target Imagery Knowledge
Dbase takes over and classifies the
target/ship to Type-Class-Unit using key ship
image features extracted by HCI-operator
input or through the use of developing auto-
features extraction algorithms.  This makes it
unnecessary to 2D/3D model thousands of
the worlds ships.  The Parametric Target
Imagery knowledge Dbase can inexpensively
build individual Type-Class-Unit level
parametric models very efficiently, using

multiple sources of input data which already
exist.

3.  Results

Real world, operationally collected ISAR
imagery test data sets were obtained from the
AN/APS-137 Radar System.  These
empirical data sets included 45 video tape
(VHS) targets and 26 parametric feature
reports in SRC modified, Over-The-Horizon
Gold message format (OTG).   An overview
will be given; further details can be obtained
from SRC.

The baseline Target Imagery Classification
System (TICS)-ATR System correctly
classified all 45 video images down to the
Class/Unit level.  The test sets were of
varying image quality but all assessed as
containing essential detail for classification.
Auto-focus algorithms were used for
processing of ISAR I&Q or video tape
images.  Images were decluttered, enhanced
and integrated, and selective frames
captured.  The computer encoded the 2D
pattern as a function of Doppler and range.
Pattern matching was based on use of
deformable templates [6].  The advantage of
this approach is that it is invariant to
Doppler affects of translation, “shearing”
and inversion.  Target model association is
then done using normalized Cross
Correlation (CC) and a String Edit Metric.
The features used for classification included
ship length and height profile and overall
shape/silhouette.  Future capability exists to
include flash points created by rotating radar.

The HCI System then took operator selected
features and then correctly classified 25 of
26 OTH-Gold message formatted target
reports.  Ships were classified in a
hierarchical fashion using the four levels:
Perceptual, Gross, Naval Fine and
Type/Class/Unit level.  The target test
database included 45 ships.  Perceptual
classes consisted of carrier (CV) with 2



ships, combatant (CBT) with 30 ships,
auxiliary (AUX) with 8 ships, and small
craft (SC) with 5 ships.  The approach to
classification was based on the modeling and
hierarchical methods currently used by
operators.  Low resolution images support
gross features used for classification such as
ship length and relative position of
superstructures.  Higher resolution images
support additional recognizable objects such
as guns, antenna and missile launchers, etc.

Prototype systems were demonstrated by
SRC and LMC-Eagan at SPAWAR Systems
Center on 7/98 and 9/98.  The two systems
now operate in series.  It is desired to
integrate the ATR and HCI functions into
one robust system.  Interest has been
expressed for use of the automated ISAR
classification capability on P-3C aircraft and
SH-60R helicopters.  Other Navy
applications may include Tactical Support
Centers (TSC) and Mobile Operation
Command Centers (MOCC).  In addition,
there are applications for other military
Services and commercial industry.

4.  Conclusions

The Phase I SBIR and SRC/LMC IR&D
Project results show that a robust
classification process can be developed that
incorporates the strengths of human and
machine based systems.  Major issues for
this type of classifier are separating targets
that are similar at the model level and
classifying new targets not in the model-base
through the use of parametric Dbase
matching.  The ATR approach uses machine
extraction of ISAR imagery to classify based
on length, height, and overall
shape/silhouette probability-of-match.  The
ship profile model-base is processed for
matches and a ranked list of likely target
types is produced.  The HCI approach then
uses operator assisted or automated
parametric inputs from ISAR imagery
displays to classify based on ship length and
other-key features.  The hierarchical

database supports classification to the
appropriate level (e.g., to the Type-Class-
Unit level) as supported by available data.
Areas for future enhancement have been
identified and discussed.

It has been shown that a robust ISAR/Image
message set can be used to report relevant
target attributes to the level necessary to
support detailed target classification.  This
would be of value for reassessment of target
identity reported as well as for combination
with data from other sensors for multi-sensor
data fusion.  The vision of “network centric”
warfare requires sharing of data in the
battlespace.  To make this vision a reality, an
architecture must be defined for sharing
relevant information.  It is essential that data
elements be defined and put in a structured
form for dissemination and automated
processing.  The TICS project works
towards this vision with the development of a
prototype ISAR/Image message set and
video-imagery for transfer of data over
networks to higher echelons for support of
"Sensor Grid" correlation and data fusion.
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